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Mathematics

Renaissance interest in all things ancient included the recovery of Greek texts on
mathematics. We have already seen the importance of mathematical ratios and clear
geometry in painting and architecture of the period. Painters and architects studied the
relationship between natural objects and mathematical principles, as evidenced by the
incorporation and reliance on linear perspective, and ascribed to the golden ratio, or the
measurements that made a visually pleasing rectangle. New treatises on perspective
and architecture, such as Leon Battista Alberti’s On Painting (1435) and his On the Art
of Building (1452), which was based on Vitruvius’s De Architectura (c. 27 C.E.),
expounded on mathematical and geometrical principles for achieving the classical
ideals of symmetry and harmony. Beginning in the mid-fifteenth century, more and
more of the major Greek texts by ancient mathematicians were translated into Latin,
largely due to the patronage and interest of popes and members of the papal curia, or
court, in Rome. These included writings by Euclid (c. 325-c. 270 B.C.E.), who
synthesized geometry and wrote about optics; texts by Apollonius (c. 262-c. 190 B.C.E.)
whose work detailed diameters of conic section and areas of triangles and rectangles;
and the work of Ptolemy (c. 90 C.E.-c. 168 C.E.), especially his writings on geography
and astronomy.  The interest in mathematics made an earlier appearance in a very
practical way: commerce. The revival of trade in the high Middle Ages and the growth of
the merchant and artisan classes in cities necessitated careful bookkeeping and
accounting.  In the world of commerce, mathematics, which would eventually fuel the
Scientific Revolution in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, had its start.

In 1202, Leonardo Fibonacci (c. 1170-1250), son of a wealthy Italian merchant, wrote a
guide to the abacus, a calculating device.  In this guide, he showed the wisdom of
replacing Roman numerals with Arabic numerals, based on a system of 0-9, in business
transactions.  Fibonacci’s father conducted trade with Islamic North Africa.  It was
through travelling with his father that the young Leonardo became acquainted with
Arabic numerals.  Later, he travelled to Islamic regions of the Mediterranean to study
with mathematicians. Fibonacci concluded that Arabic numerals were much more
practical than Roman numerals, which were complicated and had a greater potential to
result in error, for the activities most important to commerce: converting weights and
measures, calculating interest, keeping ledgers of debts and credits, changing money,
and distributing profits. Fibonacci’s work, called the Book of the Abacus, became a
staple for the education of merchant and artisan boys being groomed to take over the
family business. These sons learned the skills of business and trade in abaco schools,
whose curriculum included basic business math, double-entry bookkeeping, accounting,
and writing and reading in the vernacular. The lessons were based on standard
commercial situations and problems dealing with everyday goods and exchanges.  After
attending the abaco school, sons would apprentice in their family trades.  If they needed
assistance in dealing with the mathematics portion of their responsibilities, they could
consult Luca Pacioli’s treatise on bookkeeping, Review of Arithmetic, Geometry Ratio,
and Proportion. Printed and published in Venice in 1494, Pacioli’s work became a
reference text for merchants and introduced the symbols for plus and minus.


